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ABSTRACT 
The existence and relationship of common personality styles and 

occupational orientations were explored. Student-athletes and non-athletes 
enrolled in a freshman seminar completed the Personality Adjective Check List 
and the Strong Interest Inventory. The results suggest that s1Uden1-a1hletes and 
non-a1hle1es differ on several personality and occupacional variables and that 
personality sryle has an important relationship 10 occupational orientation and 
interests. Implications for athletic counseling professionals are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important developmental tasks college students face is 

that of establishing their personal identities (Chickering. 1975). While there are 
many ways and sources from which identity is derived, a primary way in which 
idemity is established is through the choice of careers. Casual observation of 
interpersonal interactions will bear this out. One of the most common and 
powerful ways which people use 10 identify themselves 10 others is through 
sharing their work roles or. in the case of college students, academic majors. It 
is rare to hear people describe themselves without reference to the work they do 
(or do not do, as in the case of the unemployed) or to the major they are 
pursuing. This information provides the basis for many interactions and 
relationships. 
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Choices made in regard to careers and majors al~o often provide 
considerable information about the personality of the indi, idu::il in question 
(Holland. 1973). Therefore, it is clear that rhe task of choo~ing majors and 
careers has psychological as well as vocational implications. Directed effons. 
such as career counseling. have been sho\\'n to enhance psychological 
functioning in college students uncertain about their future academic and 
vocational plans (Denson. 1992a ). 

Student-athletes represent a special population facing a unique set of 
demands during their college years (Jordan & Denson. 1990). Like other 
students. they face significant academic. personal. and social challenges. For 
student-athletes. however, these developmental challenges must be addressed in 
the context of participating in intercollegiate athletics. SeYeral authors have 
suggested that participation in intercollegiate sports may preclude participation 
in activities that foster the development of viable vocational plans (Kennedy & 
Dimick. 1987: Pinkerton. Hinz. & Barrow. 1989). S1uden1-a1hle1es may. in the 
process of participating in athlerics. premarurely foreclose orher iden1i1y and 
role oprions ourside of sport (Petitpas. Danish. \1cKelvain. & \1urphy. 1992). 
They may a111icipa1e a career in professional spon. despite the enonnous odds 
against ;.Jttaining 1ha1 goal (McGowan. 1992). Lndoubtedly. many believe they 
will be the exception and make it in professional spons. For studen1-a1hletes 
fitting these descriptions. there appears to be little effort direcred IO\\'ard career 
development. Studcnt-a1hle1es appear 10 be at increased risk of lagging in their 
career developme111 unless -.pecial a11en1io11 is direcred ro11 arc! rhe career 
developmen1 · process. 

CAREER DEVELOPME\iT MODEL 
Ir is possible 10 divide the career de1·elopment proces, i1110 four stages: 

(I) self-assessment of inrerests. values. and dependable sJ..:ills: (2) researching 
vocational options: (.1) experie111ial learning: and (-+) deci,ion-maJ..:ing and 
implemenring choices. The first-and perhaps mos1 importa111-s1ep in this 
process is self-assessme111 of interests. 1·alues. and dependable ,kills. In a sense. 
the self-assessment proce.,s requires an e.\amination and underst:rnding of the 
indi, idual's personaliry and how it best fits into the v,orld of 11orJ..:. Withou1 
such an understanding or the relarionship bet1~een per~onality style and 
occupational demands. there may be an increa~ed likelihood of maJ..:ing an 
inappropriate choice. Occuparional instability and psychologic::il distress may 
be two likely conseyuences of inappropriate career choices. 

Holland's ( 197?, l 1·oca1ional theory views 1·ocational choices as 
expressions of personaJiry. In this theory. Holland identifies six primary types 
by which people and occupations can be categorized: Realistic. Investigative. 
Artistic. Social. Enterprising. and Conventional. Holland ·s model essentially 
seeks to maximize the congruence between the personality of the individual and 
the "•personality" of the job. In such maximization lie the most appropriate and 
satisfying vocational choices. 

l 
I 
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PERSONALITY STYLES 
While Holland's (1973) model was not specifically developed_as_~ 

. . - . f I b . use of the wav it l111ks vocat1ona Personality theory. it is ext1 emely use u eca - I M · 11 , ( 19 8 I 1990) has 
. · , , Alternative y. 1 on ' · 

interests and perso1tlity t)_~\·y that ma,· have vocational applications and 
developed a theory o pe1so1~a' d, .... d·. 10 student-athletes. In Millon·s 

, be articularly useful !or un e1 stan II"' . . . .· . 

rna)d I e~l1t basic personality tvpes are derived us111g three pol.111!1es. mo e. 1,,. • · • 

Polarity Model of Personality . 

. . I . , be oriented toward either end of an 
Accord111g to Millon. peop e ma) II seek to influence their 

. • I· ·1 , such that they genera Y . 
Act1ve-Pass1ve po an :· · d . -) or tllev pass·,velv react to their . b · · war s (active . , · · , 
environment and o tam lls re d. b d by it (passive). The second . d , ·1 the rewar s estowe · · 
environment an av. a1 . . I· .· ' eo le orient themselves toward self-pol::iritv is Self-Other. In th15 po all!). P ? · .

1 
.. d 

11
eeds (self-

. f lfll t of their own w1s ies an . 
preservation and '.he / '. 1~1-~J~, to nurture others (other-orientation). The 
orie111at1011). or the) see pnrn,u • , . eo le are seen as relying on 
final polarity is Depcndent-lndcpe1d1dcnt). Het1l~e~ p1povide their own rewards 

. ··d -, 1\,.11·cts (depen ent . 01 , 
others 10 p10

1
-1 e le ' · - ··b·1· · · People may 

. . I· .· ' . lso offers two other poss, I 1!1es. 
(inclepende111). Tim po ,Ill!) ,1 .d . d d 1ce (·1111bivalent) or they may be 
vacillate between dependence an. Ill epen e'. ',. . 
oenerallv unresponsive to stimulation and reward (detached). . 

::: · 1 d , loped usino patholog1cal \1illon·s theoretical mode_ was eH_ . . . "' I Strack 
popula1ions. which limits its di_rect ulllity for desc'.1bg:~111:~:,~~-~l '~~i~,1:dified it 
(1907 1991)hastake11Millonsgeneralconceptuc1I. d .. Cl1eckList 0 

· . · I p •o 1aJ1tv A 1ect1ve !. · 11·11 populations result111!! Ill t 1e ers I , . or 11011 , .. · ~ 

tP.-KLi. 

Descriptions of Normal Personality Types . . 

Str:.ick < 1991 l uses \1illon·s frame1\·ork to derive ,e'f~i:i~:~c 
. . . d . 1al )opula11011s: lntrovers1ve. n . , 

personality type~ Joun ,n __ ~orn F I f I Respectful. and Sensitive. High 
Coopera1ive. So~1a,ble: ,Con!1 e1~\h/~~eC~ .des~ribe people who prefer distant. 
,core~ on the lnt10,ers11e scale~ . . .. uietl, and unobtrusively on the 
limited inl'olvement with others ,lll~ ~\ h~ i~ o1 \q ble ) In contrast. the Inhibited 
job. Others see them as calm. steal dy. an ·oc~ea1lai)' bu. t do so because of fear and · • I •ho •1lso wit 1 ra,\ s 1 · · 
scale describes peop e I\· , I h b cause ol· disinterest. They are · . · , es rat 1er t an e . · 
anxiety about negat,_\e_ outcom . . k . Vocationallv. they are most at ease 
,e11,i1i1·e. shv. and d1fflcult 10 get to nov.. II , . 

· · · I . . II oroup the\' know we • 1, orJ..:ing alone or wn 1 ,1 sma "" - .. 

- The Cooperative and Sociable scales describe people dbe~in_n~ 
. Th d'ffer Ill their approach too t,unm"' 

considerable anemion and af~ec:,'t~·. es :~a \ their behavior and are willing to 
the desired reacuon. Coopera11 f )Ip . T:ey are reliable and considerate and 
live according to the mandates o ot iers. . k . II t "team players'' 
are most at ease when relying on others. They ma e exce en 
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and thrive in work situations i_n which guidance. structure. :md direction are 
~bundant. ~onversely, the ~ociable type seizes the initiative. This personalitv 
is charactenz~d by an outgoing, talkative, dramatic behavioral style. At time; 
however, Sociable people may ~ppear fickle. superficial, and moody. Easil); 
bored_, they _constantly seek exc11ement and novelty. Occupationally, they do 
well in environments that reward a flashy style and ones in which they 
interact with the public and motivate others. can 

The Confid~nt personality is self-reliant and egocentric and possesses 
s_trong senses of entitle_ment and uniqueness. These people are, however. at 
times see~ as unempathic and insensitive to others. The confident exterior ~ay 
cover feehngs of inadequacy and vulnerability. In the world of work, their self
assurance, charm, and_boldness often resuhin leadership positions. Conversely, 
the Forceful personaltty lacks the intemaltzed sense of self-importance· thus 
these pe_ople often appear_ driven to prove themselves. They are strong-~•illed: 
co~pe_t1t1ve, and ambitious. They tend to do well in work settings that 
cap1taltze_ on their ability to take control or work independently. Howev;r, they 
may a_t times demand as much of others as they do themselves. which is 
potentially problematic. 

. Res~ectful personalities are conservative. responsible. industrious. and 
highly conscious of protocol and authority. They uphold rules :md regulaiions 
and may be seen by others as formal, perfectionistic, and at times jud-gmental. 
In work s11uat1ons they are hardworking. reliable. and well-organized. High 
scorers _on the_ Sensitive scale are unconventional and moody and have 
fl_uctuating attnudes and interests. Others may see them as dissatisfied, 
d1str_acted, anxious. and inconsistent. Careers in which independence. 
creat1vny. and spontaneity are valued suit them well. · 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
. Student-athletes face many pressures and demands for academic and 

athletic performance. The time demands of these endeavors often detract from 
the career development process. yet that process is equally. if not more. 
important for student-athletes than for non-athletic students (Denson. J 992b: 
McGowan. 1992). Given the severe limitations upon the available time of 
student-athletes. professionals involved in counseling them must help student
athle~es enhance the qual11y of vocational choices and do so as efficientlv as 
possible. _Understandi_n_g the relationships between personality style ·and 
vocational interests 1s cnt1cal to achieving this goal. 

. Following Holland ·s ( 1973) theoretical view of vocational choice as an 
ex~res_sion of pe~so~a~ity style. and the related idea that occupations and 
act1v1ties attract individuals shanng personality characteristics. it may be 
reasonabl_e to assume ~h~t th_e athletic enviro~ment also attracts people with 
personaltty charactenst1cs in common. MIilon ·s theory ( 1981. J 990) as 
1mplemente~ by Strack ( 1991) provides an independent means of identifying 
the personaltty styles of student-athletes. The existence of common personality 
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styles also suggests that certain occupational environments and choic~s may 
provide more suitable and congruent options than others. ffsuch a relat1onsh1p 
exists. then the benefit for athletic counseling professionals is that they can use 
the infonnation to help student-athletes make the most appropriate choices of 

major and career. 
The primary purpose of this investigation was to explore the 

occupational interest patterns and personality styles of freshman student
athletes and to examine the relationship between personaltty style and 
occupational orientation. The four primary questions addressed in this study 
were as follows: (I) ls there a common personality type or pattern among 
student-athletes? . (2) Are there common occupational interests among student
athletes? (3) Are personality styles associated with occupational in'.erests? (4) 
Are there differences between student-athletes and non-athletes in terms of 

occupational orientation or personality type? 

METHOD 

Participants 
Participants were freshman undergraduate students (N_ =. 5_3) at a mid

si zed Atlantic region university competing in NCAA D1vis10n I. The 
participants were ;moiled in the four sections of a freshman_ semin~r. The 
seminar was a required course for freshman physical education maJors _and 
freshman student-athletes. Two of the course sections were compnsed 
primarily of intercollegiate student-athletes_. and t~e remaining two sections 
consisted primarily of non-athletes maJonng m physical education. The sample 
was 637c male. The student-athlete group contained 36 members, of whom 25 
were male. The student-athletes in the sample were participants in 
intercollegiate basketball. football. baseball. softball. field hockey,, lacrosse, 

cross country. and soccer. 

Measures 
Two measures were used in this study. The Personality Adjective 

Check List (Strack. I 991) served as the measure of personality style. and the 
Strong Interest lnventorv (Sll: Hansen & Campbell. 1985) was used to assess 

\·ocational interests and ~rientation. 

Personalitv Adjective Check List. The Personality Adjective Check 
list is a J 50-item lisi of adjectives that describe various characteristics of normal 
personalities. Respondents simply endorse only those items_ that are self
descriptive. The PACL is based on Millon's interpersonal a~d b1opsychosoc1al 
theory ( 1981, J 990); however, unlike the Millon mventones, the PACL was 
designed for use with normal populations and is not designed to_ assess 
psychopathology. The PACL posits eight nonn~l personality styk variants of 
the Millon patterns and the Diagnostic and Stat1st1cal Manual-Revised (DSM-
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III-R) personality disorders (American Psychological Association. 1987). For 
comparative purposes, these classifications are presented in Table I. The PACL 
demonstrates good stability of scores for both men and women. Test/re-test 
reliability at three months revealed a median coefficient of .71 for men and .74 
for women. For men and women combined (again at three months), scale 
reliability coefficients ranged from .63 to .86 (Strack. 1991 ). 

Table I 

Comparison of Polarities with DSM-III-R. Millon. and PACL Person:ilitv Tvpes 

Polarity DSM-III-R Millon PACL 

Passive-Detached Schizoid Asocial Introversive 

Active-Detached Avoidant Withdrawn Inhibited 

Passive-Dependent· Dependent' Submissive Cooperative 

Active-Dependent Histrionic Gregarious Sociable 

Passive-Independent Narcissistic Egotistic Confident 

Active-Independent Antisocial Aggressive Forceful 

Passive-Ambivalent Compulsive Conforming Respectful 

Active-Ambivalent Passive-Aggressive Negativistic Sensititve 

Strong Interest Inventory. The Strong Interest Inventory is a widely 
used measure that facilitates the identification of salient vocational interests. 
The Sil is a 325-item inventory in which respondents indicate their interest in a 
wide range of occupations. occupational actiYities. leisure acti\·ities. academic 
subjects. and types of people. Respondents indicate ·•like.·· .. indifferent.·· or 
"'dislike" for each item. 

Three main sets of scores are generated: General Occupational 
Themes. Basic Interest Scales. and Occupational Scales. The six General 
Occupational Themes-Realistic. Investigative. Artistic. Social. Enterprising. 
and Conventional-reflect the respondent·s overall occupational orientation. 
The Basic Interest Scales report consistency of interests in specific subareas of 
the six general themes. The first two sets of scores represent interest in various 
activities, while the Occupational Scales assess the degree of similarity in 
responses made by the respondent and those made by people employed in the 
occupation being assessed. The Sll possesses high reliability and \'alidity. The 
psychometric propenies of the SJI and descriptions of the General Occupational 
Themes are fully described in Hansen and Campbell ( 1985). 
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Procedure 
The PACL and Sil were adlllinistered during the middle of the 

selllester and took approxilllately one hour to complete. The PACL was 
completed during a class period. and the Sll was COillpleted on rnlllpu~er at tl~e 
university's counseling center. Followmg con:plett~n and scoring ot __ the '."" o 
Jlleasures. a group interpretation of the Illeanrng o1 the v:mous protil~s _'111d 
scales was made during class. Participants with questions about their 1esults 
were encouraged to Jlleet individually with the course instructors. 

Analyses 
For purposes of the present study. only 1he_ General Occupa1ion~l 

Theme scores and the Basic In1erest Scale scores were included fr?m the Sil 111 

the final analyses. All PACL scale scores were included in the fo,al analyses. 
T-iesls were performed to compare student-athletes/non-athletes and 
males/females on individual scale means. However. only student-athlete/non
athlete colllparisons are reported. Pearson product moment_ correlations we_re_ 
!ceneraied for the Sil and PACL scales-bo1h across 1he en11re sample and _101 
~he studem-aihlete and non-athlc1e groups-lo address 1he questions perta1n1ng 

10 the relationship of personality and occupational interests. 

RESULTS 

Student-Athletes Versus Non-Athletes 

Siudent-athletes :md non-athletes differed significantly on a number of 
\'ariables on the PACL and Sil._ On the PACL:_ studen1_-atl~ete:

1
wer~ mo~e 

Respectf u I (tl5 I) = 2.53. p = .01 :i) and less Con! 1dent (1() 1 ) - 2.:1-- R --:-.0 I)) 
th:;n ihe nm~-athletes. On the Sil. student-athletes and non-athletes differed 
signific:milv onlv on measures relating 10 the ans. Student-athletes were less 
in~erested i~ Mu;ic/Dramatics (1(5 I)= -2.96. p = .005) and scored lower on the 
Artisiic theme (l(51) = -2.04. R = .047 l. \1eans for the PACL and SIi scales are 

presen1ed in Table 2. 

Table 2 

l\1ean Scores of Personalitv Adjective Check List and Strom~ Interest Inventorv 

Scales 

Scale 

lntroversive 

Inhibited 

Cooperative 

A1hle1es ~on-Athletes 

M SD M 

Personality Adjective Check List 

47.31 6.72 47.29 

48.75 

49.64 

7.47 

9.05 

44.76 

44.76 

SD 

9.09 

8.26 

10.08 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Scale 
Athletes .'-ion-Athletes 

M SD !\1 SD 

Sociable 
Personality Adjective Check List 

51.86 7.82 54.29 8.96 
Confident* 47.64 6.41 53.12 9.18 
Forceful 55.81 8.39 57.29 8.71 
Respectful* 49.25 7.96 43.29 8.08 
Sensitive 51.42 7.15 49.47 11.34 

Realistic 
Strong Interest Inventory 

42.14 10.03 42.35 9.19 
Investigative 40.03 7.42 41.53 7.81 
Ar1istic** 37.28 9.51 42.71 7.95 
Social 48.64 9.52 51.94 8.68 
Enterprising 47.92 10.44 -1-9.00 8.99 
Conventional 45.00 10.83 46.00 9.48 
Agriculture 48.28 7.55 -1-8.53 4.94 
Nature 39.78 9.85 42.06 8.94 
Adventure 58.14 8.94 58.82 7.40 
Military Activities 47.86 9.-! 7 48.4] 9.95 
Mechanical Activities 43.30 9.57 -1-3.7] 9.49 
Science 40.47 6.50 40.53 6.67 
Mathematics 47.14 IO.OS -1-9.53 10.63 
Medical Science 43.69 9.3-1- -1--1-.53 7.08 
Medical Service 47.58 7.60 49.35 8.15 
Music/Dramatics*.,. 37.86 7.76 44.35 6.75 
Ar1 40.22 10.29 44.65 8.51 
Writing 37.72 8.65 39.65 6.20 
Teaching 48.22 l0.02 52.88 10.79 
Social Service 50.19 9.85 50.82 9.82 
Athletics 61.56 7.23 63.94 3.61 
Domestic Ans 46.6] 9.72 49.12 6.55 
Religious Activities 42.42 8.60 43.47 5.59 
Public Speaking 42.81 8.39 45.65 9.33 
Law/Politics 44.50 8.96 43.65 10.76 

I 
I 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Athletes Non-Athletes 

Scale 

M SD M 

Personality Adjective Check List 

Merchandisng 

Sales 

47.42 8.93 46.82 

Business Management 

Office Practices 

52.31 

44.56 

45.22 

10.25 

9.27 

7.44 

Note. Athlete n = 36, Non-Athlete n = 17. 

*Means are significantly different at Q... < .. 05. 

*''Means are significantly different at J2 < .0 I. 

Personality and Occupational Patterns 

52.29 

45.71 

45.76 

SD 

8.13 

8.19 

9.72 

6.51 

Sample Correlations. Several Pearson product moment correlations 
generated across the entire sample were significant. The PACLs lntroversive 
personality type was significantly negatively correlated with the SII"s Social 
occupational theme (I = -.27. J2 = .046) and several basic interest scales. It was 
negatively correlated with interest in Public Speaking (I= -.33. R = .015), 
Law/Politics (I= -.38. J2 = .004). Sales (r = -.28. J2 = .037). and Business 
Management. (I= -.34. R = .01 I). For the Inhibited personality. significant 
negative relationships were found with interest in Law/Politics (I = -.30. J2 = 
.024) and Sales (r = -.32. J2 = .026). 

Interestingly. while no relationships were found involving the 
Cooperative personality. the Social personality was positively correlated with 
orientation toward the Artistic occupational theme <r = .32. R = .0 I 8) and 
interest in Medical Science <r = .36. Q... = .008) and Music/Dramatics (r = .32. J2 = 
.019). 

A positive correlation was found between the Confident personality 
and orientation toward the Artistic occupational theme (r = .32. R = .02). The 
Confident personality was also positively correlated with interest in Writing (r = 
.34 . ..Q = .012). Music/Dramatics (I= .29. J2 = .032) and Public Speaking (I= .35. 
R = .0 I I). The only significant correlation involving the Forceful personality 
was with interest in Military Activities (r = .37. J2 = .006). 

The Respectful personality type was significantly correlated with 
orientation toward the Social occupational theme (r = .30. R = .02.6) and interest 
in Teaching (r = .29. 12 = .036) and Social Service (I= .30. 12 = .026). No 
significant relationships involving the Sensitive personality type were found. 

Student-Athlete Group Correlations. Pearson product moment 
correlations were generated separately for the student-athlete group. Among the 
student-athletes. no significant relationships involving the Introversive, 
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Cooperative. Sociable. or Forceful personalities were found. However. the 
Inhibited personality negatively correlated with interest in Lrn-/Politics (r = 
-.34. R = .040) and Sales (r = -.34. R = .040) for the student-athlete group. 
Significant correlations were also found between the Respectful personality and 
the Social occupational orientation <r = .42. Q = .011 ). interest in Teaching (r = 
.38. R = .023 ). and interest in Social Service (I = .35. R = .03-+ l. These results 
are consistent with the findings for the whole s.imple. Among student-athletes, 
the Sensitive personality ,,·.is signific.intly correlated with interest in Teaching 
(r = .37. R = .045). 

DISCUSSION 

Student-Athletes Versus Non-Athletes 

The first question this study explored was whether or not there were 
differences in the person.ility styles and occupational orientations of student
athletes and non-athletes. The results of the study suggest that student-athletes 
and non-athletes show ,ome modest differences in personality styles and 
occupational interest patterns. One particularly interesting finding was that 
student-athletes scored lower on the Confident personality scale. This result 
seemed counterintuiti,e to the authors since it is commonly assumed that 
student-athletes possess higher than average confidence. One possible 
explanation for this counterintuitive finding is that non-athletes may be making 
their _judgments (on items relating to confidence) by comparing themselves only 
to other freshmen. Student-athletes. on the other hand. may be comparing 
themsel,es to upperclass ,llldent-athletes and receive feedback from coaches 
based 011 the standard, established by the upperclass group .. -\s a result. they 
come up short. This finding suggests that counselors,, ho ,,·ork ,1·i1h freshman 
student-athletes may II i,h to pay particular attention to issues such as 
confidence and self-esteem in their clientele. 

That sllldent-athletes ,,·ere more Respectful was not ,urpnsmg since 
they haw been socialized to f0llow the orders of coache~ without questioning. 
This effect may have been magnified by the a,1e factor. .-\~ freshmen. it is 
likely that many of the student-athletes might be in awe of their coaches and 
would be particularly reluctant to disobey or di~regard them. This effect might 
be expected to diminish o,er time. While the Respectful style does not 
generally pose problems. in extremes it may indicate a student-athlete who is 
unwilling to question and challenge the st.it us quo ,, hen that might be 
warranted in personal. academic. and occup:itional situations. Counselors 
should be aware of this possibility. especially in terms of the swdent-athlete·s 
career interests and the nature of the counseling relationship and particularly if a 
student-athlete is expecting to be told which direction to pursue. 

The finding that student-athletes were less interested in artistic 
endeavors is not surprising. Time that others might devme to artistic pursuits is 
more than likely devoted to athletic activities. The demands of college probably 
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serve to elimin:ite any possibility of artistic pursuits. Furthermore. the 
Respectful personality may not lend itself 10 artistic endeavors. 

One likely reason that the present findings did not show more and 
!.!reater differences between the student-athlete and non-athlete groups is that the 
~on-athletes were Phvsical Education majors. Clearly this group has greater 
than avera!.!e interest in and connection ,,·ith the athletic world. It is likely that 
many (if 1~01 most) were less than a year removed from competing as high 
scho~I varsity athletes. In that sense. the student-athlete/non-athlete distinction 
may be rather hazy. If this is the case. then it might be expected that ~ifferences 
between these two groups might become magnified over time. The f111d111gs do 
point out that participants in intercollegiate athletics tend to develop a different 
··culture.-- Future rese:.Jrch along this line may benefit from a long1tudmal 
appro:ich as well as using a comparison group that contrasts more with the 
athletic group. 

Personality and Occupational Patterns 
The second m;1_jor issue this study addressed was the rel;1tio11ship 

between personality type and occupational orientation. Here the cnrrelational 
analyses provide considerable information of interest. For the sample as a 
,,·hole. the lntroversive and Inhibited personali_ty types tended not to be 
interested in activities that would !!enerallv be of an enterprising nature. This 
su!!!.!ests that. for students who are~ more ,;·ithdrawn (,d1ether they are student
atl;l~tes or non-athletes). some careers in business and law may not be optimal 
choices. Ironically. business-related careers are often seen as highly desirable 
and are frequently the goals of student-athletes. The findings of this study 
su!!!!est that the role of per-,onality style needs to be carefully considered with 
,n;dent-athletes before they make a commitment to these !"iclds. 

Results of this qucly suggest that. in gener;1I. high scorers on the 
Sociable personality type scale may wish to explore careers in the arts and in 
medical science. It is srn11ewha1 surprising that this personality type did not 
correlate si!!nificantlv 11·ith interests in the Enterprising theme. The reason for 
the si!.!nificZ111t conel~tion with \1eclical Science. rather than l\·1edical Sen·ice. is 
also ~nclear. Medical Science emph;1sizes investig:ition (e.g .. medical 
rese;nch 1. whereas in l\1edical Sen·ice the emphasis is on interpersonal 
inter:iction in medic.div-related settings (e.g .. nursing). Confident personalities 
appear to be interested· in the arts and in public speaking. a finding that makes 
intuiti,·e sense. Artisticallv-oriented and Confident types appear to have 
consider::ible faith in their ;bilities 10 function indcpenden1ly and "ithout 
excessive concern about public pressure. The relationship between the Forceful 
personality and interest in Military Acti,·ities seems intuitively plausible. 
Careers capitalizing on this interest may be ideal for Forceful types. It should 
be noted. however. that within the student-athlete subsample neither the 
Confident-Artistic nor the Forceful-Military Activities relationships held. The 
re:.Jsons for this are unclear and will need to be addressed in future research. 
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The Respectful personality was significantly Cl>rrelated with 
orientation toward the Social occupational theme in general. and with interests 
in Teaching and Social Service in particular. This relationship held for the 
general sample as well as the student-athlete subsample. The relationship may 
be explained by the adherence to rules. protocol. and lines of aurhority valued 
by the Respectful type. The classroom (or playing field. for those interested in 
coaching as well as teaching) and many social service careers are fairly well 
structured and have clear lines of authority and rules. Counseil".,rs may ,;ish to 
encourage Respectful types to consider careers in these fields if rhey have not 
already done so. 

The absence of any significant correlarions for the general sample 
involving the Sensitive personality and occupational interesrs ,,as somewhat 
surprising. It was expected that these types might gravitate toward the arts. 
However, if the erratic nature of Sensitive personalities is considered. then it 
might well be imagined that they would not have consistenr occupational 
interests. Interestingly. among student-athletes the Sensiti\'e personality was 
associated with an interest in Teaching. The reasons for this finding are unclear 
and require further study. but it is possible that teaching afford~ ~OJ;1e creativity 
and a degree or independence from direct. immediate supervision-both 
characteristics that may appeal to Sensitive types. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this study have se\'eral important implications for 

professionals involved in counseling college srudent-athletes. First. it appears 
that there are personality ,·ariables that must be recognized and ::iccounted for in 
counseling student-athletes. These variables may distinguish them from other 
students. Although the profile of a typical student-athlete did not clearly 
emerge. there appe..1rs to be _iusrification for the use of person..1lity measures to 
help identify an individual student-arhlete·s personality st~ le. Second. by 
idenrifying the personality type. it appears possible to help ~tudent-athletes 
make more informed judgments about ,,·hich careers may be most suitable for 
them. It should be clearly understood that this ~uggestion doe~ not imply that 
student-athletes should be stereotyped or herded into any p::irticular career. 
Rather. it is suggested til..1t counselors use this information to encourage the 
exploration or careers that may be consistent ,,·ith each qudent-ath-le1e·s 
personality style. 

While the results are informative. this study represents a first step 
along this line of inquiry. and as such there are several limitations which must 
be acknowledged. It would be desirable to have a larger sample and a 
comparison group of non-athleres that is more distinct and heterogeneous than 
the one employed. It would also be important to study an uppercl;ss sample to 
determine if the relationships between personality style and occupational 
orientation are stable and consistent over time. The possibilitv of differences 
along gender lines needs to be explored. lt would also be info~ative to include 
participants in individual sports in the student-athlete sample. Finally. it would 
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be valuable to study the personality-occupational orientation relationship by 
using high-point profiles of each (i.e .. considering the relationship between an 
individual's two highest scores on both the PACL and the SIi). In reality, people 
are more accurately described by combinations of occupational themes and 
combinations of personality styles, rather than single themes. lt is hoped that 
future research will address these issues. 
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ABSTRACT 
This investigation examined the degree of control that college student

athletes felt they had regarding their academic e~periences. Findings indicate 
that student-athletes have high academic aspirations but face structural as well 
as personal obstacles in maintaining control over their academic experiences. 
Time demands of their sports. lack of high school preparation. and inadequate 
personal study habits collectively contribute to the academic problems 
experienced hy student-athletes. In addition, partial qualifiers under Proposition 
48. All-American student-athletes, and white student-athletes demonstrate more 
control over and more seriousness about their academic experiences when 
compared to Proposition 48 full qualifiers. all other student-athletes, and black 
student-athletes. respectively. 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Recent attention disclosing perceived low graduation rates among 

student-athletes at NCAA Division I institutions has generated much criticism, 
leading to Congressional intervention and NCAA reforms. Student-athletes are 
generally viewed as victims caught in an institutional incongruity: the ·•win at 
all costs" philosophy and business mentality of intercollegiate athletics versus 
their amateur status and the imposed academic integrity of higher education 
(Coakley, 1990). Because of the visibility of student-athletes and the sensitive 
issues currently permeating intercollegiate athletics, colleges and universities 
are vulnerable to media and public scrutiny. Consequently, student-athletes are 
held accountable to a higher standard of academic excellence and moral values 
than typical students are (Coakley, 1990). 


